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Food And Beverage Cost Control Fifth Edition
Principles of Food, Beverage, and Labor Cost Controls, Ninth Edition has defined the cost control course for generations of students. This new edition continues the tradition of presenting
comprehensive yet concise information on cost control that is updated to reflect today's technology driven environment Key terms, key concepts, review questions, and spreadsheet exercises
reinforce and support readers' understanding. It also features increased discussion and examples of technology used in food and beverage operations, a running case study, and a separate
chapter on menu analysis and engineering.
The leading textbook on professional foodservice cost management — now fully updated and expanded Professional foodservice managers are faced with a wide array of challenges on a daily
basis. Controlling costs, setting budgets, and pricing goods are essential for success in any hospitality or culinary business. Food and Beverage Cost Control provides the tools required to
maintain sales and cost histories, develop systems for monitoring current activities, and forecast future costs. This detailed yet reader-friendly guide helps students and professionals alike
understand and apply practical techniques to effectively manage food and beverage costs. Micro-case studies present readers with real-world scenarios and problems, while step-by-step
numerical examples highlight the arithmetic necessary to understand cost control-related concepts such as calculating flow-thru and Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation, and
Amortization (EBITDA). Now in its seventh edition, this extensively revised and updated textbook explains complex ideas in a clear, easy-to-understand style — from using baker's math to
modify bakery product formulas to setting prices for limited availability products such as craft beers. New content explains calculating allowable processing fee deductions for server tips, the
increasing popularity of e-wallets and online payments, the pros and cons of moving data to cloud-based servers, and much more. Covering everything from food sanitation and service
methods to payment card and guest information data security, this comprehensive guide enables readers to: Increase their knowledge of the hospitality management industry and improve
their professional self-confidence Understand the entire cycle of cost control, including purchasing, production, sales analysis, product costing, and food cost formulas Apply effective
management techniques to increase efficiency and profitability in foodservice operations Develop practical skills such as creating management spreadsheets and employee schedules using
popular software, cloud-based services, and smart-device applications
Foodservice managers need a firm understanding and mastery of the principles of cost control in order to run a successful operation. With Food and Beverage Cost Control, Fifth Edition,
Dopson and Hayes have created a comprehensive resource for both students and managers. Written in a user-friendly style, this text provides the necessary foundation in accounting,
marketing, and legal issues, as well as foodservice, production, and sanitation. It also offers practical pedagogical tools, including chapter overviews, outlines, highlights, feature boxes,
problems, Web links, technology tools, and key terms and concepts.
This book is the guide to how to maximize revenues, control expenses, and optimize financial objectives. Its practical “hands-on” approach facilitates immediate application to all types of
foodservice operations. Used for illustrative purposes, the included forms can be reproduced and implemented. Chapter topics cover the control process; food cost/food cost percentage;
inventory management; requisitions and transfers; purchasing functions; receiving merchandise and processing invoices; quality standards, specifications, yield analysis, and plate cost; food
production control; menu sales analysis; beverage cost/beverage cost percentage; bar and inventory control; beverage production control and service; controlling payroll costs and the cost of
employee turnover; measuring staff performance and productivity; control practices applied to human resources issues, gratuities, wage laws, and working conditions; monitoring the sales
process; pricing and sales forecasts; and self-inspections, customer feedback and nonfood inventories. For management personnel in the foodservice industry.
A study guide to accompany the textbook for food service managers and students provides exercises on such topics as managing revenue, determining sales forecasts, and managing the
food production process.
Foodservice operators have the advantage of using point of sale system applications and tablets. While the POS system is an efficient tool to process information, analyze customer guest
check orders, and track employees, it doesn’t uproot the need for foodservice operators to understand, process, and interpret that same important information. Edward Sanders, foodservice
industry veteran and college professor, introduces culinary and hospitality management students to information essential for the successful management of foodservice operations. His
coverage is thorough, and the logically sequenced topics include writing a standardized HACCP Recipe, determining portion costs, using menu popularity percentages, calculating seat
turnover rates and server productivity, preparing a sales forecast, completing an income statement, and much more. The author clearly explains the reasoning behind strategies and methods
presented in each chapter in addition to highlighting the benefits of POS system applications and tablets. Well-thought-out assignments assess students’ level of understanding.
Provides a practical and applied approach to managing costs for foodservice managers and students For foodservice managers to control costs effectively, they must have a firm grasp of
accounting, marketing, and legal issues, as well as food and beverage sanitation, production, and service methods. This fully updated fourth edition of Food and Beverage Cost Control
provides students and managers with a wealth of comprehensive resources and the specific tools they need to keep costs low and profit margins high. This new edition features the latest
information on foodservice cost control in a global setting, addressing relevant cultural, legal, and technological questions. Highlights of this fourth edition include: A new look at international
foodservice cost control in the age of globalization, with a special emphasis on using advanced technologies internationally New Leaders are Readers! features provide students with additional
readings related to key topics and concepts for each chapter New Technology Tools have been added throughout the book alongside relevant topics because technology affects practically
every aspect of cost control today Expanded and updated Test Your Skills questions help students to reinforce their understanding of the tools and concepts presented Apply What You Have
Learned exercises focus on practical applications of topics and concepts toreal-world industry scenarios A bonus CD-ROM packed with exercises that utilize manager-developed Microsoft®
Excel spreadsheets A newly created Study Guide provides several additional resources to help students review the material and exercises to test their knowledge of key topics and concepts
Students in foodservice management courses will find that Food and Beverage Cost Control, Fourth Edition provides a modern and focused treatment of this vital subject. Working managers
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will appreciate this useful reference as a source of ready-to-use forms and formulas that can be easily applied to their operations. Note: CD-ROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are
not included as part of eBook file.
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Principles of Food, Beverage, and Labour Cost Controls has been written to provide students with knowledge of the principles necessary to keep restaurant costs under control and to manage
a profitable operation. This text has defined the cost control course for generations of students and the new second Canadian edition continues the tradition of presenting comprehensive yet
concise information on cost control that is updated to reflect today's technology driven environment. Key terms, key concepts, review questions, and spreadsheet exercises reinforce and
support readers' understanding. It also features increased discussion and examples of technology used in food and beverage operations, a running case study, and a separate chapter on
menu analysis and engineering.
Gain the financial management skills you need to succeed, as a hospitality professional. Cost monitoring and cost control are indispensable components of the successful foodservice and
hospitality manager's skill set. Through five editions, this book has been preparing students to enter the work force by helping them to develop these crucial financial management skills.
Continuing this tradition of excellence, the Sixth Edition contains all of the features that have made Principles of Food, Beverage, and Labor Cost Controls the standard text on the subject,
including: * Explanations of terms, concepts, and procedures. * Step-by-step descriptions of tools and techniques used to control costs. * A unique modular format, with each component
covered in its own section. * Numerous skill-building problems, exercises, and projects. The book begins with a general introduction to key terms and concepts, as well as basic procedures for
analyzing cost/volume/profit, determining costs, and using cost to monitor foodservice and beverage operations. The next two sections, "Food Control" and "Beverage Control," outline a fourstep process for controlling each of the primary phases of a foodservice or beverage operation-purchasing, receiving, storing, issuing, and production-with specific techniques for each phase.
The final section focuses on labor cost controls, and includes expert advice and guidance on setting performance standards, monitoring performance, and taking corrective action. Principles of
Food, Beverage, and Labor Cost Controls, Sixth Edition equips culinary and hospitality management students with the knowledge and skills they need to perform one of the most important
aspects of their jobs.
?????:????
Controlling all types of food and beverage costs is crucial, and may mean the difference between success and failure. This book deals with all cost control techniques applicable to any type of foodservice
operation. All control techniques are explained thoroughly, clearly and concisely. Also contains 50 case studies as well as exercises to reinforce the principles of control explained in the text.
The success of any business depends on controlling costs, setting budgets, and pricing goods accurately. This book covers all key aspects of food and beverage cost control, revised to address current
issues in the field as well as today's computer software and the capabilities of the Internet.
Thorough coverage of food and beverage cost control strategies that can be taken from the classroom to the workplace! The material presented in this book represents a thorough coverage of the most
essential cost-control categories. There are 14 chapters within the six cost-analysis sections of the Operating Cycle of Control. The sections flow in a logical sequence that presents a path for understanding
cost control from menu concept to financial reporting. The six cost-analysis sections are self-contained, so that the reader (student) can go to any section for specific cost-control procedures. Therefore, the
book can be taken from the classroom to the workplace. New to this edition: • Clearly defined chapter learning objectives with end-of-chapter discussion questions that can assess readers (students) level of
comprehension. • Project exercises following each chapter that are designed to test applied knowledge. • Restaurant Reality Stories that reflect upon what often occurs in restaurant businesses are
appropriately placed within each of the 6 sections of the Operating Cycle of Control. • Mobile foodservice (food trucks and trailers) is presented in the Appendix—Restaurant Case and concludes with a project
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exercise to create a food-truck menu, as well as operational and marketing plans for a mobile foodservice as an additional business revenue source for the existing three-tiered restaurant operation case. •
Key Cost and Analysis Formulas (Quick Reference)
With so much emphasis on reducing food and beverage cost, while improving quality and maximizing service, Practical Food and Beverage Cost Control, 2e takes the guess work out of managing today's
restaurant. The book combines the financial aspect with the need to understand the consumer's ever-increasing quest for value. Each chapter in the book provides specific information needed to avoid pitfalls
and focus on improving the bottom line. Many examples are included to demonstrate theories and concepts in practice. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Food and Beverage Cost ControlJohn Wiley & Sons
Thorough coverage of food and beverage cost control strategies that can be taken from the classroom to the workplace!The material presented in this book represents a thorough coverage of
the most essential cost-control categories. There are 14 chapters within the six cost-analysis sections of the Operating Cycle of Control. The sections flow in a logical sequence that presents a
path for understanding cost control from menu concept to financial reporting. The six cost-analysis sections are self-contained, so that the reader (student) can go to any section for specific
cost-control procedures. Therefore, the book can be taken from the classroom to the workplace.New to this edition:? Clearly defined chapter learning objectives with end-of-chapter discussion
questions that can assess readers (students) level of comprehension.? Project exercises following each chapter that are designed to test applied knowledge.? Restaurant Reality Stories that
reflect upon what often occurs in restaurant businesses are appropriately placed within each of the 6 sections of the Operating Cycle of Control.? Mobile foodservice (food trucks and trailers)
is presented in the Appendix-Restaurant Case and concludes with a project exercise to create a food-truck menu, as well as operational and marketing plans for a mobile foodservice as an
additional business revenue source for the existing three-tiered restaurant operation case.? Key Cost and Analysis Formulas (Quick Reference)
Gain the financial management skills you need to succeed, as a hospitality professional.Cost monitoring and cost control are indispensable components of the successful foodservice and
hospitality manager's skill set. Through five editions, this book has been preparing students to enter the work force by helping them to develop these crucial financial management skills.
Continuing this tradition of excellence, the Sixth Edition contains all of the features that have made Principles of Food, Beverage, and Labor Cost Controls the standard text on the subject,
including:* Explanations of terms, concepts, and procedures.* Step-by-step descriptions of tools and techniques used to control costs.* A unique modular format, with each component covered
in its own section.* Numerous skill-building problems, exercises, and projects.The book begins with a general introduction to key terms and concepts, as well as basic procedures for analyzing
cost/volume/profit, determining costs, and using cost to monitor foodservice and beverage operations. The next two sections, "Food Control" and "Beverage Control," outline a four-step
process for controlling each of the primary phases of a foodservice or beverage operation-purchasing, receiving, storing, issuing, and production-with specific techniques for each phase. The
final section focuses on labor cost controls, and includes expert advice and guidance on setting performance standards, monitoring performance, and taking corrective action. Principles of
Food, Beverage, and Labor Cost Controls, Sixth Edition equips culinary and hospitality management students with the knowledge and skills they need to perform one of the most important
aspects of their jobs.
Imparts essential information on how to maintain sales and cost histories, develop systems for monitoring current activities and teach the techniques required to anticipate what is to come.
Also covers basic math, purchasing and production, accounting and control. Realistic sample forms illustrate all procedures and can be used as a basis for student exercises.
In order for foodservice managers to control costs effectively, they must have a firm grasp of accounting, marketing, and legal issues, as well as an understanding of food and beverage
sanitation, production, and service methods. This fully updated sixth edition of Food and Beverage Cost Control provides students and managers with a wealth of comprehensive resources
and the specific tools they need to keep costs low and profit margins high.

This is the Student Study Guide designed to accompany Food and Beverage Cost Control, Sixth Edition. The fully updated sixth edition of Food and Beverage Cost Control
provides students and managers with a wealth of comprehensive resources and the specific tools they need to keep costs low and profit margins high.
This new series of fifteen books - The Food Service Professional Guide TO Series from the editors of the Food Service Professional are the best and most comprehensive books
for serious food service operators available today. These step-by-step guides on a specific management subject range from finding a great site for your new restaurant to how to
train your wait staff and literally everything in between. They are easy and fast -to-read, easy to understand and will take the mystery out of the subject. The information is boiled
down to the essence. They are filled to the brim with up to date and pertinent information. The books cover all the bases, providing clear explanations and helpful, specific
information. All titles in the series include the phone numbers and web sites of all companies discussed. What you will not find are wordy explanations, tales of how someone did
it better, or a scholarly lecture on the theory. Every paragraph in each of the books are comprehensive, well researched, engrossing, and just plain fun-to-read, yet are packed
with interesting ideas. You will be using your highlighter a lot! The best part aside from the content is they are very moderately priced. You can also purchase the whole 15 book
series the isbn number is 0-910627-26-6. You are bound to get a great new idea to try on every page if not out of every paragraph. Do not be put off by the low price, these books
really do deliver the critical information and eye opening ideas you need you to succeed without the fluff so commonly found in more expensive books on the subject. Highly
recommended! Atlantic Publishing is a small, independent publishing company based in Ocala, Florida. Founded over twenty years ago in the company president's garage,
Atlantic Publishing has grown to become a renowned resource for non-fiction books. Today, over 450 titles are in print covering subjects such as small business, healthy living,
management, finance, careers, and real estate. Atlantic Publishing prides itself on producing award winning, high-quality manuals that give readers up-to-date, pertinent
information, real-world examples, and case studies with expert advice. Every book has resources, contact information, and web sites of the products or companies discussed.
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For anyone working in or studying to become part of the gourmet hospitality industry, this resourceful handbook answers essential questions such as What is a Pink Lady? What
type of wine should be served with shellfish?, and Does the soup spoon go on the left or right of the plate? Detailed information on the correct way to serve food, select wine, and
greet guests is provided in addition to the fundamentals of social etiquette. Advice on getting a job in the hospitality industry and making the most of an existing career is
complemented with assessment questions, assignments, and discussions on security, safety, and cultural awareness.
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